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Directional Selectivity in the Simple Eye of an Insect
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Among other sensory modalities, flight stabilization in insects is performed with the aid of visual feedback from three simple eyes (ocelli).
It is thought that each ocellus acts as a single wide-field sensor that detects changes in light intensity. We challenge this notion by
providing evidence that, when light-adapted, the large retinal L-neurons in the median ocellus of the dragonfly respond in a directional
way to upward moving bars and gratings. This ability is pronounced under UV illumination but weak or nonexistent in green light and is
optimal at angular velocities of �750° s �1. Using a reverse-correlation technique, we analyze the functional organization of the receptive
fields of the L-neurons. Our results reveal that L-neurons alter the structure of their linear spatiotemporal receptive fields with changes
in the illuminating wavelength, becoming more inseparable and directional in UV light than in green. For moving bars and gratings, the
strength of directionality predicted from the receptive fields is consistent with the measured values. Our results strongly suggest that,
during the day, the retinal circuitry of the dragonfly median ocellus performs an early linear stage of motion processing. The likely
advantage of this computation is to enhance pitch control.
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Introduction
The middle or median ocellus of the dragonfly consists of a sim-
ple lens cupped by a retina containing several thousand photore-
ceptors that synapse with 11 large interneurons or L-neurons
(Dowling and Chappell, 1972; Berry et al., 2006). Behavioral ex-
periments have shown this ocellus mediates stabilizing reflexes
during flight (Mittelstaedt, 1950; Stange and Howard, 1979;
Stange, 1981). Illumination of the median ocellus evokes a tilt of
the head, in pitch, toward the direction of illumination. This
observation, and similar observations made for the lateral ocelli,
led to the idea that ocelli are adapted to respond simply to
changes in the average illumination across their wide fields of
view: a model referred to as the “single sensor hypothesis” (Neu-
mann and Bülthoff, 2002; Stange et al., 2002; Schenato et al.,
2004).

Based on anatomical and optical evidence, it has been argued
that, to a certain degree, because of the lack of spatial resolution,
single ocelli of dragonfly are incapable of sensing movements,
and therefore their only function is to sense changes in illumina-
tion (Parry, 1947; Chappell and Dowling, 1972; Wehner, 1987;
Mizunami, 1994). Recently, however, it has been demonstrated
that the optics of the dragonfly median ocellus are capable of
some image formation in the retina (Berry et al., 2007b), and
physiological evidence confirms that spatial information is pre-
served at the level of both photoreceptors (van Kleef et al., 2005)

and L-neurons (Berry et al., 2006). This evidence is consistent
with the results from a small and often unreported electrophysi-
ological study in which the potential difference between the drag-
onfly head and body was measured using extracellular electrodes
planted in the mouth and on the abdomen (Zenkin and Pigarev,
1971). By covering the ocelli and compound eyes separately and
visually stimulating with a moving bar, they provided evidence
that indicates individual ocelli are able to compute directional
information.

Given the conflicting and indirect nature of the evidence, it is
natural to reexamine the question: are dragonfly ocelli capable of
computing directional selective information, like the compound
eyes and their associated neuronal circuitry in the brain (Olberg,
1981a,b; Horridge et al., 1990)? If this is the case, additional ques-
tions remain. For instance, what role do the L-neurons play?
More specifically, to what extent do they encode motion in a
linear or nonlinear way? Is the directional information contained
within their UV- or green-sensitive channels or both?

To investigate these questions, we studied the response prop-
erties of the 11 L-neurons in the median ocellus of the dragonfly
Hemicordulia tau. We made in vivo recordings of intracellular
responses of L-neurons exposed separately to movements of UV
and green-colored bars and gratings. These were displayed on a
panoramic UV and green display designed to simulate daylight.
To dissect how the response properties of the cell produce direc-
tionality, we also determined the linear spatiotemporal receptive
fields (STRFs) using a pseudorandom stimulus and applying
reverse-correlation analysis. Subsequently, the predictive capac-
ity of STRFs is examined for simple moving patterns.

Materials and Methods
Animal preparation and intracellular recordings. Detailed descriptions of
how animals were obtained and mounted before the display and how
intracellular recordings were obtained for median ocellar L-neurons are
identical with those reported by Berry et al. (2006). In addition to these
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details, we selected neurons that gave responses of �10 mV to a flash of
bright light. These selected responses covered an amplitude range from
10 to 20 mV, consistent with previous recordings of dragonfly L-neurons
(Chappell and Dowling, 1972; Simmons, 1982; Berry et al., 2006). In
total, we recorded from 104 cells held on average for 35 min (range,
25–100 min). Of these cells, 61 were shown random contrast patterns, 58
were shown moving bars, and 45 were shown moving gratings. To esti-
mate the contribution of the compound eyes to the responses, we painted
over the compound eyes and recorded from 10 cells (five animals). We
used black paint for this purpose and determined the required thickness
of paint by testing it on a glass coverslip.

Light-emitting diode display. A detailed description of the light-
emitting diode (LED) display together with its associated hardware and
software can be found in the studies by Berry et al. (2006) and van Kleef
et al. (2005). In brief, it consists of a two-dimensional array of 12 � 9
independently addressable pairs of UV (�max � 383 nm) and green (�max

� 528 nm) LEDs, designed to simulate daylight conditions at a refresh
rate of 625 Hz. At the position of the ocellus, each UV LED produced a
maximum flux of �1.2 � 10 14 photons cm �2 s �1 and each green
LED produced a maximum flux of �0.9 � 10 14 photons cm �2 s �1.
Both UV and green sources are arranged at intervals of 6° in elevation
and 12° in azimuth on the surface of a sphere. This anisotropic reso-
lution was deemed sufficient to sample the average ocellar photore-
ceptor, which has vertical and horizontal acceptance angles of 15 and
28°, respectively (van Kleef et al., 2005). The 12 � 9 array of UV and
green pairs therefore gives a total range of �33 to 33° in elevation and
�48 to 48° in azimuth.

Directional stimuli and directional index. Directional stimuli consisted
of bars and gratings moved up and down at different speeds. Bars were 6°
wide and either positive contrast (�0.82) or negative contrast (�0.82)
and colored either UV or green. These were shown in increasing speeds
from 100 to 3750° s �1 and then in decreasing speeds so that two samples
of the response for each speed were obtained. Gratings were square, had
a Michelson contrast of 0.82, and spatial wavelengths of 24, 36, or 72° in
elevation (horizontal gratings) or 42° in azimuth (vertical gratings) and a
speed of either 625 or 1250° s �1. The spatial wavelengths used were
chosen so as to produce integer numbers of cycles on the display. Grat-
ings of each wavelength and speed were repeated 20 times separated by 2 s
intervals. Directional selectivity of the response to bars was assessed using
the directional index (DI) defined (Jagadeesh et al., 1993; Livingston and
Conway, 2003) as follows: DI � (ru � rd)/(ru � rd), where ru and rd are
the peak-to-peak responses to an upward moving bar and downward
moving bar, respectively. We used the peak-to-peak values because
L-neurons respond with graded positive and negative membrane poten-
tial movements. For grating responses, the DI was calculated as follows:
DI � (Rp � Rn)/(Rp � Rn), where Rp and Rn were calculated as the root
mean square (RMS) of the mean removed response over the time of
stimulation with a moving grating in the preferred and nonpreferred
direction, respectively. For horizontal gratings, the preferred direction is
defined as up and the nonpreferred direction as down. In the case of
vertical gratings, we defined the preferred direction as right and the non-
preferred direction as left.

Pseudorandom stimulus and linear STRF estimation. The display was
centered on the median ocellus such that the optical axis of the eye lies at
zero elevation (� � 0) and zero azimuth (� � 0). The pseudorandom
stimuli consisted of a sequence of UV or green contrasts at times tn �
n�t, where �t � 1.6 ms and n � 0, . . . , 24,511. These were displayed at
each point of elevation [�i � �33° � (i � 1) � 6°, for i � 1, 2, . . . , 12]
and azimuth [�j � �48° � ( j � 1) � 12°, for j � 1, 2, . . . , 9]. The
contrast value c(�i, �j, tn) at each location is defined as c � (I � I� )/I�,
where I is the intensity level at that spatial point and I� is the mean tem-
poral intensity (units C). Contrasts were selected with equal probability
in the range of �0.82 (variance, 0.22). Contrast sequences from any two
spatial locations were statistically independent.

We assume the relationship between the L-neuron response y(tn) (in
millivolts) and its contrast inputs is described by the following equation:

y	tn
 � fd	tn
 � �
m�1

M �
i�1

12 �
j�1

9

h	�i,� j,�m


� c	�i,� j,tn � �m
 � 		tn
. (1)

The quantity h(�i, �j, �m) is the first-order Wiener kernel (STRF), which
describes the linear relationship between the response y at time tn and the
contrast inputs at each point in space (�i, �j) for previous times tn, tn �
�1, tn � �2, . . . , tn � �M, where �M is the memory of the kernel. Another
way of viewing the STRF is that h(�i, �j, �m) represents the response to a
small flash (temporal impulse response) at the spatial location at (�i, �j).
The term fd represents the nuisance data (modeled as a fourth-order
polynomial in time and 50 Hz sinusoidal and cosinusoidal functions)
and the term 
(tn) represents the remaining noise.

Note that h(�i, �j, �m) is the linear Wiener kernel and therefore, by
construction, is orthogonal to the higher-order Wiener series terms in its
response. Thus, the estimates here will not be influenced by nonlinear
responses. Furthermore, estimates of h(�i, �j, �m) are not expected to be
altered by including the nuisance term fd(tn) because the polynomial
component varies slowly over a 40 s period compared with the �100 ms
memory of the STRF, and the sinusoidal component occupies a narrow
bandwidth. This was checked and found to be the case as the STRFs
estimated without the nuisance term were indistinguishable from those
that included it.

For each trial, STRFs were obtained by fitting y(tn) to Equation 1 using
multiple linear regression (van Kleef et al., 2005; Berry et al., 2006,
2007a). In essence, this involves rewriting Equation 1 as a matrix equa-
tion and solving it by matrix inversion [for details on how to reformulate
Eq. 1 in terms of the multiple regression framework, see James (2003)].
The mean squared prediction error (%MSPE) of this model were ob-
tained using the cross-validation methods outlined by van Kleef et al.
(2005). Using the fit from each trial, the nuisance data are subtracted
from the measured data y to obtain the detrended data yd. The mean of
the estimated STRFs from all but one trial (usually four of five) was used
to predict the response of the remaining trial ( yp). Thus, trials used to
produce STRFs were kept separate from those used to test their accuracy.
The %MSPE is reported as a percentage of the signal power of the de-
trended data, and is defined as follows (Juusola et al., 2003):

%MSPE � 100�
(yp � yd)2

	yd � ȳd

2

, (2)

where the bar represents the temporal mean and yp is the predicted value.
Space–time separability. If the STRF is perfectly separable, it means

that, apart from a scaling factor, the temporal response at each spatial
point (�i, �j) is identical. That is, the temporal response shape is the same
at all spatial points and the STRF can be written as the multiplication of
its spatial and temporal components as follows: h(�i, �j, �m) � S(�i, �j) �
T(�m). Estimates of the two-dimensional spatial component S(�, �) and
temporal component T(�m) were obtained from the STRFs using singu-
lar value decomposition (Depireux et al., 2001). First, the two-
dimensional spatial components of the STRF h were vectorized into a
single dimension creating a two-dimensional function ĥ(i � ( j � 1) �
12, m) � h(�i, �j, �m). We then evaluated the singular value decomposi-
tion of ĥ, which gives

ĥ � �
k�1

M

�kuk � vk
T, (3)

where uk and vk are singular vectors (T represents the hermitian trans-
pose) and �k for k � 1, . . . , M are the singular values with �1 � �2 � �3

� . . . � �M. The degree of separability in ĥ is quantified using the
separability index , given by

 � 1 � �1
2/�

k�1

M

�k
2 (4)
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(Depireux et al., 2001). For a separable ĥ, �1 will dominate and 
will be close to zero, for an inseparable ĥ,  will be closer to 1. The
separable component of the original STRF hsep was obtained

using ĥsep � �1u1 R v1
T and hsep(�i, �j,

�m) � ĥsep(i � ( j � 1) � 12, m).
Preferred stimulus orientation. It was

difficult to assess the preferred stimulus
orientation of L-neurons because of the
limitations of the experimental setup. Spe-
cifically, the display had only enough pixels
to produce smoothly moving patterns ori-
ented either horizontally or vertically, and
we were unable to rotate either the display
or animal during the experiment. The pre-
ferred stimulus orientation of each cell
therefore had to be inferred from the mea-
sured spatiotemporal receptive fields. This
was achieved first by removing the estimate
of the space–time separable component to
produce a directional residual hres � h �
hsep (see Fig. 4). The two-dimensional pro-
file of hres, at the time determined by its
maximum absolute value, is used to esti-
mate the preferred stimulus orientation of
the cell. A line is plotted from the center of
mass of the positive values to the center of
mass of the negative values. The orienta-
tion orthogonal to this line then indicates
the preferred stimulus orientation of the
cell. Using the center of mass for this cal-
culation was deemed to be more accurate
than peak response because the peak often
contained little power. Using this tech-
nique, we found that the preferred orienta-
tion of the stimulus was, on average, �6°
(SD, 31°; n � 61), which means that, al-
though for most cells the stimuli were close
to being optimally oriented when the stim-
ulus was oriented horizontally (0°), this
was suboptimal for some cells. This was
likely to be the result of misaligning the
head during the mounting process. Such
misalignment would be expected to cause
an underestimation in the DI. We there-
fore expect that our DI values represent a
lower bound for the actual values for some
cells. We estimated the error in the pre-
ferred stimulus orientation by simulating a
noisy residual receptive field with average
properties [full width at half-maximum in
azimuth, 40°, and full width at half-
maximum in elevation, 10°, for positive
and negative lobes (Berry et al., 2006)]. The
average noise in the kernel estimates was
found to be 5% of the RMS value of the
kernels. By randomly placing the receptive
field on the 12 � 9 grid, adding noise with
an RMS amplitude of 5% of the kernel and
repeating the process 10,000 times, we
were able to calculate the distribution of
predicted preferred stimulus orientations
attributable to the coarse resolution of the
display and noise in the kernel estimate.

Taking the middle 95% of this distribution gave an estimate of the
error of �15°.

Statistics. The normality of sample distributions was tested

Figure 1. Responses of an L-neuron to colored bars moving vertically upward or downward. a, UV, positive contrast. b, UV, negative
contrast. Responses to upward bars (below the upward arrows) are larger than those to downward bars (below the downward arrows).
The different rows show the responses for different angular velocities as indicated by the numbers to the left side of the figure in units of
degrees per second. Each trace is the average of two trials. c and d show the corresponding responses to green bars. In this case, there is
little difference in the response. Calibration: vertical, 5 mV; horizontal, 250 ms. e– h indicate the directional indices obtained from the
responses shown in the column above them (a– d). Only a quarter of the angular velocities used to determine the directional indices in
e– h are shown in a– d. Pooled directional indices of 48 L-neurons are shown for negative contrast bars (i) and positive contrast bars (j).
Triangles indicate that UV bars were used, and circles indicate green bars were the stimuli. Error bars indicate SEM. Differences between
positive and negative contrasts indicate nonlinearities in the response.
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using Lilliefors test. If this was applicable at an
 of 5%, the unpaired two-tailed Student’s t
test was used to compare sample distribution
against single values and a two-tailed paired t
test to compare two distributions. If distribu-
tions were not normal, a two-tailed Wilcox-
on’s rank test was used to evaluate the simi-
larity of two distributions. One-way
ANOVAs were performed using the Kruskal–
Wallis test.

Results
Responses to bars
L-neuron responses to upward-moving UV
bars were found to have larger peak-to-peak
values than to downward-moving UV bars
for the range of angular velocities used: 100 –
3750° s�1. Examples are shown in Figure 1a,
which shows the membrane potential re-
sponse in millivolts to a positive contrast bar
moving up and down (indicated by arrows),
and in Figure 1b, which shows the response to
a negative contrast bar. Clearly, the responses
are directional in the sense that the modula-
tion to upward motion is larger than it is for
downward motion. However, the mean re-
sponse does not change significantly with di-
rection suggesting linear directionality rather
than fully opponent directionality (see Dis-
cussion). It is also evident that the responses
to positive and negative contrasts are not mir-
ror reflections of each other around zero, as
would be predicted by a linear response. This
asymmetry indicates that the responses con-
tain contrast-dependent nonlinear compo-
nents. The response of the same cell to up-
ward and downward green bars is shown in
Figure 1, c and d, demonstrating that for
green bars there is very little directionality.

To quantify the directionality of these re-
sponses, the DI was calculated from the peak-

Figure 2. Responses of an L-neuron to colored gratings moving vertically up and down (directions indicated by arrows).
a– c show the responses to UV gratings with the same velocity of 1250° s �1 but three different spatial wavelengths (a, 72°;
b, 36°; c, 24°). The directionality of each pair of responses is indicated by the DIs. d–f show the responses to the same patterns
as those in a– d, but in this case the patterns were green. Calibration: vertical, 5 mV; horizontal, 200 ms. Note that a negative

4

DI indicates there is a greater root mean squared response to the
downward moving grating than the upward one. g, The pooled
directional indices are shown for gratings colored UV (triangles)
and green (circles) moved at 625° s �1. A total of n � 24 cells
were shown both UV and green. h, Responses for the same cells
as in g but for a faster grating speed of 1250° s �1. In the cases in
which UV gratings were used, all the DIs were significantly dif-
ferent from zero (speed, 625° s �1: � � 24°, p � 4 � 10 �5,
n � 7, unpaired t test; � � 36°, p � 0.016, n � 7, Wilcoxon’s
rank test, and � � 36°, p � 0.016, n � 7, Wilcoxon’s rank test;
speed, 1250° s �1: � � 24°, n � 18, p � 4 � 10 �9, unpaired
t test; � � 36°, p � 2 � 10 �6, n � 18, unpaired t test, and
�� 72°, p � 6 � 10 �5, n � 18, unpaired t test). The DI values
for green gratings were only significantly different from zero for
� � 24° and speed of 625° s �1 ( p � 3 � 10 �4; n � 6;
Wilcoxon’s rank test); the other DI values were not significantly
different from zero (speed, 1250 °s �1: � � 24°, p � 0.25, n �
18, unpaired t test; � � 36°, p � 0.2, n � 18, unpaired t test;
� � 72°, speed, 1250° s �1, p � 0.2, n � 18, Wilcoxon’s rank
test; and speed, 625° s �1: � � 36°, p � 0.6, n � 6, unpaired t
test, and � � 72°, p � 0.55, n � 6, Wilcoxon’s rank test).
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to-peak intracellular response of the neuron in the 500 ms after
upward and downward moving bars (see Materials and Meth-
ods). The directional indices for the responses, shown in Figure 1,
a– d, are shown in e– h, respectively. The maximum DI in the case
of UV bars was 0.5 for a negative contrast bar moving at 536° s�1,
which means the response to an upward moving bar is three times
the magnitude of the response to a downward moving bar. The
maximum directionality of the response to a green bar for this cell
was 0.16 and occurred for a positive contrast bar moved at 938°
s�1, indicating that the response to an upward moving bar was
40% greater than the reverse.

The pooled data from 48 cells are presented in Figure 1i, which
shows the DIs for UV (triangles) and green (circles) negative
contrast bars, and in Figure 1j, which shows the DIs for UV and

green positive contrast bars. Negative con-
trast green bars produced DIs that were not
significantly different from zero for speeds
between 312.5 and 535.7° s�1 ( p � 0.2;
n � 44; unpaired t test), whereas for posi-
tive contrast bars the range in which no
difference was found was 312.5– 468.75°
s�1 ( p � 0.13; n � 44; unpaired t test). UV
positive or negative contrast bars were sig-
nificantly different from zero in all cases
(negative contrast bars, values of p �
10�15, n � 47, unpaired t test; and positive
contrast bars, values of p � 10�13, n � 48,
unpaired t test).

On average, negative contrast bars pro-
duce stronger directional responses at very
high velocities than positive contrast bars.
The average optimal velocity across the cell
population for negative contrast bars was
742° s�1 (SD, 727 °s�1; n � 48), which was
slightly higher and more variable than for
positive contrast bars: 727° s�1 (SD, 335°
s�1; n � 48).

Responses to gratings
To test the robustness of the directional re-
sponse, we tested contrast gratings of dif-
ferent wavelengths and different speeds.
These also elicited directional responses,
and again this was highly dependent on the
wavelength of the light used: green gratings
produced almost no directionality. The di-
rectionality, like that in the case of bars, is
encoded in the magnitude of the response
modulation, and not in its mean. Re-
sponses to UV gratings moved at 1250° s�1

are shown in Figure 2, a– c, with the direc-
tion of the grating movement indicated by
the arrows. The three different rows repre-
sent different spatial wavelengths ranging
from 24 to 72° (indicated in each row). Di-
rectional indices were determined from the
root mean squared responses (see Materi-
als and Methods). This cell demonstrates
robustness in its directional response to
changes in the spatial wavelength of the UV
grating being shown (see DI indicated).
When the same gratings shown at the same
speed are changed from UV to green, the

directionality effectively disappears (shown in Fig. 2d–f).
Figure 2, g and h, shows the pooled directional indices from 24

cells using UV gratings (triangles) and green gratings (circles), for a
range of spatial wavelengths and at two different speeds: 625° s�1

(Fig. 2g) and 1250° s�1 (Fig. 2h). In only one case were the green DIs
significantly different from zero, that is, for gratings with a wave-
length of 24° and moving at 625° s�1 (Fig. 2). However, this was on
average small (DI � 0.07), indicating that the RMS response was on
average �15% greater for an upward moving green grating com-
pared with a downward moving green grating. In all other cases, the
DI distribution was not significantly different from zero. In the cases
in which UV gratings were moved at a speed of 625° s�1, all the DIs
were significantly different from zero, as was the case when the grat-
ing was moved at 1250° s�1 (Fig. 2).

Figure 3. The reverse-correlation method for mapping spatiotemporal receptive fields. a, A representation of six frames of the
random UV stimulus. Each frame is separated by 1.6 ms. b, The intracellular response of an L-neuron to random stimulation by UV
light (thick gray line). The thinner dark line indicates the response predicted by the derived UV spatiotemporal receptive field (UV
STRF) shown in c. The mean squared prediction error for this cell is 10.3% and the separability index is  � 0.13. Only a small
portion of the 40 s stimulus is shown. Calibration: vertical, 2 mV; horizontal, 100 ms. c, The STRF is shown from time t � 11.2 ms
to t � 33.6 ms. The time of each two-dimensional profile is indicated in milliseconds, in the top right of each frame. The blue
shaded areas represent depolarizations to light increments and the red shaded areas hyperpolarizations to light increments.
Contours are at 10% increments of the maximum absolute value of the STRF, which is 0.24 mV/(C ms).
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Although we could not display oblique angles because of the
limited resolution of the display, we tested whether horizontally
moving gratings produced directionally selective responses. The
mean DI for 21 cells shown vertically oriented gratings moved
horizontally (wavelength, 42°; speed, 1250° s�1) was �0.08 (SD,
0.13), whereas the DI for the same cells measured using horizon-
tally oriented gratings moved vertically (wavelength, 36°; speed,
1250° s�1) was 0.19 (SD, 0.15). These results indicate that the
preferred stimulus orientation of these cells is horizontal.

STRFs
The results above for the first time show that neurons receiving
visual input from the median ocellus alone have directional se-
lective response properties. To further investigate the color-
dependent directional effects in L-neuron responses, we deter-
mined their UV and green linear STRFs separately, using reverse-

correlation analysis. This process is represented in Figure 3,
where six example frames from the UV stimulus are depicted in
Figure 3a and the intracellular response to a similar but longer
UV stimulus sequence is shown in Figure 3b by the gray line. The
black line in Figure 3b indicates the linear prediction from the
measured STRFs (shown in Fig. 3c). On average, responses to
white noise stimuli were well described by the STRFs with UV
STRFs producing MSPEs of 18.3% (SD, 17.2%; n � 54) and green
STRFs producing MSPEs of 27.6% (SD, 17.4%; n � 51). The
difference in errors was statistically significant (paired t test, p �
0.007), which is consistent with the significantly higher signal-to-
noise ratio in the response to a UV stimulus (mean, 34.5; SD,
28.8; n � 59) compared with the green stimulus (mean, 15.0; SD,
13.0; n � 58; p � 10�6, Wilcoxon’s rank test). An estimate of the
relative power in the unfitted nonlinear (Wiener) terms com-
pared with the detrended signal power can be estimated by sub-

Figure 4. STRFs measured using UV and green pseudorandom stimulation. a, Four slices of the two-dimensional angular profile of the full UV STRF at times 12.8, 22.4, 27.2, 36.8 ms (from left
to right). The minimum occurred at t � 22.4 ms. The blue-shaded areas represent depolarizations to light increments and the red-shaded areas hyperpolarizations to light increments. Contours are
at 10% increments of the maximum absolute value of the STRF which is 0.25 mV/(C ms). The mean squared prediction error for this cell is 5.7% and the separability index is  � 0.08. b, The
measured (gray line) and STRF predicted (black line) responses to upward and downward moving bars (indicated by arrows) traveling at 937.5° s �1. c shows the separable component of the full
UV STRF, and d is the response predicted by this component to the same bars in a (notice the directionality disappears). e is the residual after subtracting c from a, and f is the response predicted
by this residual. Contours in c and e have the same levels as shown in a. The green STRF is shown in g, i, and k that are analogous to a, c, and e. The STRF is shown at the same times and contours
are at 10% of maximum absolute value of the STRF, which is this case is 0.26 mV/(C ms). h, j, and l show the same responses as shown in b, d, and f, respectively, but for responses to green bars and
responses predicted by the green STRF. The MSPE for this cell is 9.3%, and the separability index is  � 0.04. Calibration: 2 mV, 100 ms.
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tracting the power in the noise from the MSPE defined in Equa-
tion 2. Using this method, the unfitted components accounted
for 25% in the case of UV stimuli and 21% in the case of green
stimuli. Thus, cells responded more linearly and with greater
noise to green stimuli than to UV stimuli.

An example of an estimated STRF for UV is shown in Figure
3c, showing the two-dimensional spatial structure in frames from
t � 11.2 to 33.6 ms, in time increments of 1.6 ms. There is no
noticeable effect for the first 9.6 ms (data not shown), likely to be
attributable to the combination of the latency of phototransduc-
tion in the photoreceptors and the synaptic delay from photore-
ceptors to L-neuron. Thereafter, a pronounced receptive field
emerges, reaching its maximum at t � 19.2 ms. In the following
frames, the response in the upper one-half of the receptive field
decays and eventually reverses polarity, becoming positive (indi-
cated by blue shading). During this process, the negative lobe
(indicated by red shading) appears to be changing position in a
downward direction while it is decaying; to a lesser extent, the
positive lobe moves downward, albeit with a delay.

STRFs obtained with both UV and green stimuli, which were
measured separately for the same cell, are shown in Figure 4, a
and g, respectively. In this case, two-dimensional angular profiles
are shown for four different delays. Although in the first frame
the green and UV STRFs appear to be similarly located, as time
progresses there is a downward drift in the UV receptive field but
not in the green field. It turns out that we can account for this drift
by decomposing the full STRF into a space–time separable com-
ponent (shown in Fig. 4c for UV and Fig. 4i for green) and a
residual (shown in Fig. 4e for UV and Fig. 4k for green) (see
Materials and Methods). In the case of the green STRF, the resid-
ual component is negligible (Fig. 4k), indicating that the green
receptive field is mostly separable into spatial and temporal com-
ponents. However, the UV STRF has a significant inseparable
component (Fig. 4e). The two lobes of this component define the
preferred stimulus orientation (see Materials and Methods) that
in this case is �30° (�15°).

Does the difference in the separability of the UV and green
STRFs account for the differences in directionality and what are
the nonlinear and linear components of directional selectivity? By
comparing the STRF predictions (linear predictions) of the re-
sponse with the measured responses, we can examine these ques-
tions. Examples are shown for the predicted (black line) and
measured (gray line) responses to UV and green positive contrast
bars in Figure 4, b and h, respectively. In the case of UV bars, there
is a small discrepancy between the measured response and re-
sponse predicted by the full UV STRF. Importantly, the predicted
response produces the same directional sensitivity as the mea-
sured response. In the case of green bars, the measured response
is poorly predicted by the green STRF, indicating significant non-
linearities in the response. However, the green STRF does predict
responses that show the same insensitivity to the direction of the
bar. So in both UV and green cases the directionality or lack of it
is reproduced by the predicted response from the full STRFs.

Figure 4 demonstrates that the directionality in the UV re-
sponse is produced by the inseparable residual of the UV STRF.
The response predicted by its separable component, shown in
Figure 4d, shows little directionality, whereas the response pre-
dicted by the residual UV STRF (Fig. 4f) produces waveforms
with opposite polarities, albeit with similar amplitudes. The re-
sidual waveform for an upward moving bar adds to the response
predicted by the separable component of the STRF, whereas for
the downward moving bar, the residual waveform subtracts from

Figure 5. The STRF predicted (dark lines) and measured (thick gray lines) DIs for negative (a)
and positive (b) contrast bars pooled for 47 L-neurons. DIs were predicted from the full UV
(triangles) or green (circles) STRF. c shows the directional index of the separable components of
the STRFs as shown in Figures 4, e and k, with triangles and squares as in a and b. STRFs were
better predictors for the DIs measured with UV positive contrast bars, indicating that directional
nonlinear mechanisms respond mainly to negative contrast UV bars. These nonlinear mecha-
nisms enhance directionality at high velocities and inhibit it at lower velocities.
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the separable response. Note that the response predicted by the
residual component of the green STRF (Fig. 4l) is negligible.

The pooled linear predictions of the DIs for 47 L-neurons,
based on the estimated STRFs, are shown in Figure 5, a and b, for
UV (circles) and green (triangles) bars. These are plotted along-
side the measured DIs for the same cells. Figure 5a shows the
measured and predicted DIs for negative contrast bars, whereas
Figure 5b similarly shows the DI values for positive contrast bars.
The correlation between the measured and predicted DIs was
strongest for positive contrast UV bars (mean r 2 � 0.49; SD, 0.35;
n � 44), which were significantly larger than those for negative
contrast bars (mean r 2 � 0.33; SD, 0.30; n � 44; p � 0.016,
Wilcoxon’s rank test).

At the optimal speed, predicted DIs were 93.7% (SD, 42%;
n � 44) of the measured value for negative contrast bars and
84% (SD, 25%; n � 44) of the value for positive contrast bars.
However, there were no significant differences between the r 2

values for negative contrast UV bars, positive contrast green
bars (mean r 2 � 0.28; SD, 0.25; n � 43), or negative contrast
green bars (mean r 2 � 0.23; SD, 0.22; n � 42) ( p � 0.5,
Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA). Thus, STRFs were best at
predicting the DIs for positive contrast UV bars at the optimal
angular velocity.

The r 2 values for gratings (UV, mean r 2 � 0.62; SD, 0.39;
green, mean r 2 � 0.63; SD, 0.32) suggest that STRFs are better at
predicting the directionality of the responses to gratings than to
bars, except in the case of positive contrast UV bars. At the opti-
mal spatial frequency, we found that the STRF prediction of the
DI was better at 625° s�1, where it was 89% of the measured value
(SD, 25%; n � 9) compared with the 59% (SD, 54%; n � 8) at the
grating speed of 1250° s�1. As with the results from the bars, this
suggests that nonlinearities play a significant role in modulating
the response at high velocities.

The largest difference between predicted and measured direc-
tional indices occurs at high velocities for UV bars indicating
nonlinear mechanisms act to enhance the bandwidth of direc-
tional selectivity to negative contrast bars over positive contrast
bars. By removing the inseparable component of the STRFs and
predicting the DIs (Fig. 5c), the predicted mean directionality
becomes 8.7% of that predicted by the full STRF for UV and
38.3% for green. From these results, we may conclude that the
space–time inseparability of the STRFs is primarily responsible
for their directionality in UV light, but a large proportion of
directionality seen in green light is the result of directional
nonlinearities.

Figure 6 summarizes the results of all cells shown for either
gratings or bars. Figure 6a shows a scatter plot of the directional
index in UV versus green for both bars and gratings. Mean values
for UV gratings were 0.33 (SD, 0.10; n � 24) and for UV bars was
0.29 (SD, 0.09; n � 84). The mean DI values for green gratings
was 0.10 (SD, 0.10; n � 24) and for green bars was 0.12 (SD, 0.06;
n � 84). In the case of either bars or gratings, the UV DIs were
significantly larger than those for the equivalent green pattern
(bars, p � 10�10, Wilcoxon’s rank test; and gratings, p � 10�6,
paired t test).

Figure 6b shows the separability index (), which indicates the
power in the separable residual as a percentage of the STRF
power, plotting UV against green for the same cell. An equal
residual in each would put the cell on the line of equality and
indicate that an equal level of separability exists in both UV and
green STRFs. Clearly, the STRFs show greater inseparability in
UV light (mean, 0.10; SD, 0.05; n � 57) than in green (0.07; SD,
0.04; n � 57), and this is statistically significant (paired t test, p �

0.0015). The difference in separability between UV and green
receptive fields was unlikely to be attributable to the fact that
responses to green contrasts were smaller than they were to UV
because there was very little correlation between the RMS re-
sponse and  (UV, r 2 � 0.006, n � 57; and green, r 2 � 0.004, n �
57).

Contribution of the compound eyes
Given the small latencies of the L-neuron responses, it would
appear unlikely that compound eyes contribute to the direction-
ality through synaptic connections. However, there is growing

Figure 6. Scatter plot of maximum DIs for positive contrast bars (45° crosses), negative
contrast bars (90° crosses), and gratings (triangles) with UV DIs along the ordinate and green DIs
along the abscissa (a). b, Scatter plot of the green versus UV separability index  for all cells
studied in the paper. An  of zero indicates that the STRF can be perfectly reconstructed by its
spatial and temporal components.
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evidence that fast electrical connections couple ocellar and visual
interneurons (Parsons et al., 2006; Haag et al., 2007). These fast
connections could theoretically transfer directional selectivity
computed in compound eye interneurons to the median ocellar
L-neurons. We therefore blocked the compound eyes with paint
to assess their contribution, if any, to the directional responses of
L-neurons. We recorded the directionality to negative contrast
bars. The mean DI was 0.33 (SD, 0.09; n � 10), which was not
significantly different from the cases in which the compound eye
had not been covered ( p � 0.05). We also measured the UV
receptive fields for these cells. They demonstrated the same drift
in space with time as occurred in previous STRFs. The mean SI
was 0.18 (SD, 0.08; n � 10), which was also not significantly
different from previous results in which the compound eye had
not been covered ( p � 5 � 10�4). Thus, the directionality seen in
L-neurons does not originate from the compound eye.

Discussion
We have shown that the L-neurons of the median ocellus of the
dragonfly respond in a directionally selective manner to UV col-
ored vertically moving bars and gratings. Overall, nonlinearities
appear to play only a minor role because the directionality in the
responses is predicted by the linear UV STRFs. Nonlinear re-
sponses do, however, act to enhance directionality at high veloc-
ities (3750° s�1) and inhibit them at lower velocities (�1000°
s�1) for negative UV contrasts. The magnitude of the direction-
ality found here in ocellar L-neurons (UV gratings: mean DI,
0.33; SD, 0.10; UV bars: mean DI, 0.30; SD, 0.07) is remarkably
similar to values obtained from intracellular recordings of simple
cells of the mammalian visual cortex, where it has been estimated
to be 0.28 (SD, 0.21) (Carandini and Ferster, 2000). In that case,
grating stimuli were used. Previous studies of insects other than
the dragonfly have inferred from anatomical and optical evidence
that individually ocelli are not capable of computing directional
information (Parry, 1947; Wilson, 1978; Wehner, 1987; Schuppe
and Hengstenberg, 1993; Mizunami, 1994) but instead have
ocelli that act together, each as a single sensor (Stange, 1981;
Wehner, 1987; Schuppe and Hengstenberg, 1993; Parsons et al.,
2006). However, these studies did not explicitly test for direc-
tional selectivity. Thus, it remains an open question whether the
L-neurons in the ocelli of other insect species are directionally
selective.

We found that dragonfly median ocellar L-neurons encode
directionality in the response modulation and not the response
mean. This phenomenon has been seen widely in the retinal cells
of other invertebrates and vertebrates (Clifford and Ibbotson,
2003) and higher visual centers such as the mammalian visual
cortex (DeAngelis et al., 1993; Jagadeesh et al., 1993; Clifford and
Ibbotson, 2003). In simple cells of the mammalian visual cortex,
this type of directionality been shown to arise from spatiotempo-
ral inseparabilities in the STRFs of those cells, or in other words,
changes in the temporal response shape with changes in spatial
location (DeAngelis et al., 1993; Jagadeesh et al., 1993). These
linear filters have previously been proposed to form the early
stages of energy motion detection models (Adelson and Bergen,
1985; van Santen and Sperling, 1985; Watson and Ahmuda,
1985). We observed the same inseparabilities in the UV STRFs of
L-neurons. This type of directional computation is distinct from
that seen in fully opponent directionally selective cells, like lobula
plate tangential cells in flies (Hausen, 1982a,b; Single et al., 1997;
Borst and Haag, 2002; Egelhaaf et al., 2002) or complex cells in
the mammalian visual cortex (Emerson et al., 1992) that encode
directionality in the mean of the response.

Another feature that distinguishes the directional responses
seen here from those previously recorded in insects is the spatial
scale on which the computation takes place. In L-neurons, the
directionality is calculated over several tens of degrees, whereas
directionality in interneurons fed by the compound eye is of the
order of a few degrees (McCann, 1973; Franceschini et al., 1989).
L-neuron directionality is therefore predicted to be mostly de-
pendent on the spatial characteristics of the moving stimulus, a
prediction that is confirmed by our results (Fig. 2).

Theoretical considerations suggest that, in order for visual
neurons to produce useable, time-averaged directional signals,
they must perform a nonlinear computation (Hassenstein and
Reichardt, 1956; Poggio and Reichardt, 1973). In the case of the
simple cells of the mammalian cortex, for example, the nonlinear
relationship between synaptic input and spike generation assists
in performing this task (Carandini and Ferster, 2000). In the case
of the dragonfly median ocellus, it is possible that nonlinear pro-
cessing occurs at the next synaptic level (the L2 to L3 synapse),
because studies on cockroach ocelli have established that these
synapses are rectifying (Mizunami, 1996). However, it is more
difficult to see how the ocellus could produce an opponent mech-
anism that would inhibit responses to downward movements,
because all ocellar neurons have the same preference for upward
movements.

The mechanisms underlying the spatiotemporal inseparabil-
ity seen in the median ocellar UV STRFs involve asymmetries
between the upper and lower halves of the receptive field. There
are several candidate mechanisms capable of producing these
asymmetries including inhibitory synapses between L-neurons,
influences of small neurons, or feedback from photoreceptors.
Dendritic delays may also play a role as three-dimensional recon-
structions suggest that, for some cells at least, there is a difference
in the pattern of dendritic branching between the upper and
lower parts of the receptive field (Berry et al., 2006). Additional
studies are required to probe the relative contributions of these
cellular processes to the motion sensitivity.

Our results show that, during the day, the directionality of
L-neurons is broadly tuned to fast (100 –3750° s�1) movements
and mostly dependent on UV light. This suggests that the role for
the median ocellus under light intensities equivalent to daylight
conditions is to produce UV self-movement information,
whereas motion detectors fed from the compound eye are tuned
to green patterns (Olberg, 1981a,b; Horridge et al., 1990). Direc-
tional responses at the high speeds used here have been observed
in insect neurons that receive compound eye input (Olberg,
1981a; Ibbotson, 1991; O’Carroll et al., 1996; Lewen et al., 2001;
David et al., 2004). Therefore, it would appear that the main
advantage of the median ocellus, over the compound eye, lies in
the speed with which it can transmit signals down the ventral
nerve chord to motor centers rather than its ability to detect fast
motion; ocellar signals have been shown to be some 10 –20 ms
faster than signals transmitted from the compound eye (Olberg,
1981b). Behavioral evidence from locusts also indicates that vi-
sually evoked head movements with short latencies (�100 ms)
are dependent on ocelli (Taylor, 1981).

Recently, receptive field structures in mammals have been
shown to be dependent on image statistics (David et al., 2004)
and this adaptation has been shown to increase the information
coding capacity of the neurons (Sharpee et al., 2006). In addition
to this, indirect evidence suggests that the receptive field structure
of visually driven cells in monkeys and cats is also dependent on
the contrast of the stimulus (Priebe et al., 2006; Crowder et al.,
2007). Our results add to these studies by showing that receptive
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field structures can also alter with the changing spectral wave-
length of the stimulus even if the stimulus statistics and contrast
are identical. Moreover, we have shown that the function of this
adaptation in the dragonfly median ocellus is to allow computa-
tion of directional information about wide-field moving edges.
Given that the median ocellus points frontally, it would appear
this information is optimized for detecting changes in pitch
(Neumann and Bülthoff, 2002; Schenato et al., 2004).

Although it is clear from our results that the L-neurons of the
median ocellus are directional under light-adapted conditions, it
is difficult to extrapolate their functionality at low light levels. It
has been well established from intracellular recordings of
L-neurons (Mobbs et al., 1981) and behavioral experiments
(Stange, 1981) that the ocellar system undergoes a reverse Pur-
kinje shift becoming more green-sensitive at low light levels.
Given this, it would be tempting to conclude that, at low light
levels, these eyes act as single sensors. However, it is possible that
the green-sensitive channels show the same directional selectivity
at low light levels as UV channels show under the photopic con-
ditions. Only additional testing at low light levels will settle this
question.

The results reported here are consistent with and extend the
original work done by Zenkin and Pigarev (1971). However, it is
impossible to make a quantitative comparison between our study
and theirs because they did not include any quantitative data on
the directional responses they measured. Our results suggest a
reason why their stimulus successfully elicited directional re-
sponses from the ocelli. Somewhat unusually for the time, they
performed the experiments outside in the sun where there is an
abundance of UV light, and, as we have demonstrated, this is an
optimal condition for producing directional responses in the
dragonfly median ocellus.
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